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If God is now ‘green’

and if Adam were to be evicted from paradise
again, then his punishment would not be to
convert wilderness into farms but farms back
into wilderness. Eve, renowned for her scientific
curiosity, would lead the way. And so it is—as E.O.
Wilson wrote at the dawn of the 21st century—that
the preservation and reconstruction of wilderness
has become ‘a universal moral imperative’.1
As semantically contradictory as the idea of
cultivating wilderness is, that is exactly what
governments, NGOs, scientists, and many
well-intentioned citizens around the world are
increasingly coming together to do. Greek groves,
medieval forests, and modern national parks
notwithstanding, for the first time in history humans
are attempting, on a planetary scale, to reverseengineer paradise. We now recognize that this is
in our own best interests, but how we do it whilst
simultaneously extracting more food and energy
for an estimated global population of 10 billion is the
big question.

Opposite: “The Creation of the World and the
Expulsion from Paradise,” by Giovanni di Paolo.

The landscape we must begin with is an ecological
hell: endless fields of chemically dependent
monoculture, vermin, weeds, erosion, and the
creeping desert forcing a diaspora toward coastal
megacities. Interspersing these ‘killing fields’ of what
is now routinely referred to as the Anthropocene
era or the Sixth Extinction, are the fragmentary
remnants of global habitat – embattled arks into
which what is left of the world’s once-munificent
biodiversity is now huddled.
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Otherwise known as protected areas, these refuges are
categorized by the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) along a sliding scale from the pristine “strictly
protected and unmodified” at one end, to places where humans
actively engage in the optimistic and somewhat malleable ideal
of “sustainable resource management” at the other.2 Imagining
the IUCN’s organization of ecological space as a horizontal
version of Dante’s organization of spiritual space, then we can
safely assume that category one is Eden while category six is
purgatory. The unclassified rest—the wastelands of urbanism’s
planetary infrastructure—are lands the ecological community
now politely refers to as novel ecology.3
For the novel ecosystem—defined as nature irrevocably
changed by humans—there is, quite literally, no way back. The
novel ecosystem is unknown territory: a place where the old
epistemological bedrock of Nature is no more, and as such
one can only fall into the future.4 Of course, we could argue
that since human activity is by now ubiquitous, all the IUCN’s
lands are novel, but there is no need to rehearse pristine
nature’s well-known fall from grace here: what I want to do is
explore the mongrel lands in between and ask how landscape
architecture might find redemption; how we might now go
to work on a scale commensurate with that of biodiversity’s
otherwise inexorable decline? As Erle Ellis writes, “[t]he critical
challenge is in maintaining, enhancing and restoring the
ecological functions of the remnant, recovering, and managed
novel ecosystems formed by land use and its legacies within
the complex multifunctional anthropogenic landscape mosaics
that are the predominant form of terrestrial ecosystems today
and into the future.”4
The key to this lies in the law of the land, specifically the
interpretation and application of three key terms in the United
Nations’ Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). The first is that
for the 194 nations that are party to the CBD,5 the Convention
sets a target of securing 17% of the earth’s terrestrial areas as
protected habitat by 2020. The second is that this land cannot
just be anywhere: it must be “ecologically representative.” And
the third is that these lands should be “well connected.”6 To be
truly representative, future protected areas must by definition
be distributed across the world’s 867 recognized ecoregions.
Furthermore, to be truly well connected, they would need to
be linked together across myriad jurisdictional boundaries and
infrastructural lines so as to form a continuous global matrix.
Presently, protected lands for all types of habitat are unevenly
distributed across 235 countries in 160,000 fragmented sites.
As biologist Dan Janzen often points out, unless they are very
big fragments, these refugia are ultimately useless in terms of
long-term biological productivity.7 Taken as a whole, these sites
constitute 13% of the world’s remaining unadulterated habitat
and represent little more than half of earth’s ecoregions. The
CBD requirement that another 4% be secured by 2020 might,
on first impression, seem paltry but 4% of the earth’s terrestrial
surface is 5,932,000 km2, the equivalent of over 1.73 million

Central Parks. That’s a linear park 6.92 million kilometers long
(0.8 km wide) stretching 1,726 times around the world!
Literally growing out of the conservation achievements
of previous centuries the best-known large-scale
contemporary conservation effort today is probably that of
the Yellowstone to Yukon (Y2Y) project.8 Founded in 1993,
Y2Y is a complex cultural and political phenomenon, one
that aims to amalgamate and secure some 3,200 km of land
(much of which is IUCN categories 1 and 2) along America’s
northwestern and Canada’s southwestern mountainous
spine. Y2Y is a model project because of its scale, complexity
and sustained effort to create connectivity on a continental
scale. As a predominantly mountainous landscape it is also
looked to as inspiration for other high-altitude landscapes
around the world into which species will inevitably migrate as
global warming continues.9
Similar initiatives for the creation of large-scale connectivity
to ensure the flow of species’ gene pools over time are
underway elsewhere in the United States and beyond. For
example, the Algonquin to Adirondacks project is trying to
achieve 400 km of connected habitat on the United States
east coast and, in Australia, the Great Eastern Ranges
Initiative involves some 2,800 km of connected mountainous
habitat along that continent’s east coast. Other projects of
equal ambition are being planned in Bhutan, the Himalayas,
Africa, Central and South America, and from Lisbon to Kiev;
indeed, the Pan-European Ecological Network (PEEN) aims to
interconnect all of Europe.10
Pre-eminent in this regard are the Dutch who have been
actively planning and constructing a national ecological
network of protected areas and “robust corridors” since 1990.11
This national planning is supported by a ‘defragmentation
plan’, which addresses the specifics of how ecological corridors
transcend jurisdictional boundaries and physical impediments
to linking existing fragments of habitat. Although small, rich
and culturally inclined towards such rational planning, the
Dutch example is exemplary because it is not just about
linking remote areas of mountainous wilderness, but rather
about reorganizing an entirely novel, national ecosystem so
that urbanism, agriculture, and biodiversity can coexist in a
mutually beneficial manner.
In 2001 Graham Bennett and Piet Witt reported to the IUCN
that there were at least 150 active ecological network projects
of a landscape or regional scale active around the world and
no doubt there are now many more.12 However, unlike the
Dutch (who not only have a national, well-financed plan, but
also a plan that is nested within the superstructure of the
PEEN), an overwhelming majority of the 194 nations who are
party to the CBD 2020 targets have no semblance of spatial
planning. And where they do, they tend to simply consist of
thick green lines or fuzzy airbrushed zones superimposed
over maps at a scale so big as to be meaningless.

Although generally for aesthetic, rather than ecological
purposes, in the early to mid-20th century the first landscapes
to form linear connections in cities such as London and
Stockholm were known as ‘greenbelts’. Due to urban
pressures, greenbelts morphed into thinner recreational and
storm-water retention strips threaded through burgeoning
suburbia. Tracing unbuildable drainage lines and ridgelines or
buffering incompatible land uses, these often excessively large
public spaces typically lack biological complexity and social
investment and as such are susceptible to invasive species and
degrade into ecological oblivion.
Precedents more relevant to the scale of today’s global
aim to connect fragmentary habitats include easements
along railways, canals, and later freeways: all of which go
some way, albeit unintentionally, to supporting slithers of
biodiversity. More deliberate and indeed visionary was Benton
Mackaye’s Appalachian trail of 1921 – a scenic route stretching
3,379 km from Georgia to Maine and a conduit along which
massive conservation efforts in both the Southern and North
Appalachians continue to this day. The East Coast Greenway,
conceived to run 4,800 km along the entire eastern seaboard
of the United States, now parallels the Appalachian Trail.
Pilgrimage routes and hiking trails of this dimension are
increasingly popular the world over and when coupled with
planning for habitat protection and connectivity to support
species migration they can form important cultural and
ecological linkages.
In landscape architectural theory and practice today,
large-scale linear landscapes are generically referred to as
‘greenways’. According to long-time researcher and advocate
of greenways Jack Ahern, the prototypical modern greenway
system was the United States’ Wisconsin Heritage trail, some
300 km of connected landscape corridors designed by Phil
Lewis in 1964.13 Greenways were given the imprimatur of the
White House in 1987, when The President’s Commission on
Americans Outdoors declared that they should thread “through
cities and countrysides like a giant circulation system” and
“give every American easy access to the natural world.”14 As a
consequence, writing in 2006 Paul Hellmund and Daniel Smith
estimated that in the United States alone there were over 3,000
greenways.15 Contemporary greenways projects typically occur
at the metropolitan scale, though sometimes, as in Florida
and Maryland, they can reach statewide or, as is the case with
New England’s Greenway Vision Plan, across several states. As
the Fabos Conference on Landscape and Greenway Planning
attests, the theory and practice of designing these systems is
now a mature and vibrant international movement.16
In their survey of what is now meant by the use of the term
greenways, Hellmund and Smith list 30 different typologies
ranging from continental-scale wildlife corridors to mere bioswales in suburban developments.17 In an effort to be more
definitive, Ahern writes that greenways are “networks of land
that are planned, designed and managed for multiple purposes
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including ecological, recreational, cultural aesthetic, or other purposes compatible with the concept of
sustainable land-use.”18 In short, greenways have become all things to all people and confusion arises because
where American landscape architects use the term ‘greenways’, European planners tend to refer to ‘ecological
networks’ and conservationists to ‘wildlife corridors’.
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I argue greenways, ecological networks, and wildlife corridors are best understood as gradations of a contiguous
system ranging in scale from the former to the latter respectively. In this schema, greenways are generally the
smallest in scale yet have the highest human presence and involve the highest level of design so as to serve
multiple functions. Ecological networks such as that in Holland (or the PEEN) is a term I think best applied to
the bioregional, state, or national scale, and invariably requires exceptional political will and design/planning
negotiations so as to traverse jurisdictional boundaries and cross established agricultural landscapes. The third
term, wildlife corridors, refers primarily to connecting protected areas for species dispersal and migration and
their scale and level of design is a function of the distance and level of hindrance between the protected areas
and the specific needs of the species in question.
In the landscape architecture program at the University of Pennsylvania we are conducting a mapping
exercise which scopes the scale of ecological networks for the 425 ecoregions which make up the world’s 35
biodiversity hotspots19 if these regions were to meet the CBD target of 17% protected and connected habitat.
This project aims to establish accurate base maps of each ecoregion and determine the shortfall between its
current protected areas and the CBD (Aichi) target. These are base maps from which nations, regions, and
communities can begin to spatially understand what is involved in meeting the targets. As such, they are open
to interpretation: on the one hand showing the crudeness of global policy settings or, on the other, encouraging
nations to ‘look for land’ that can be wrested from development and ‘given’ to biodiversity.
So where can nations find this land? With the aid of GIS modeling systems and population biology analysis,
least-cost maximum-biodiversity options for connecting fragmented habitat can be projected.20 In the first
instance it is landscape ecologists in consultation with local communities who should advise where the main
lines of connectivity should run, but it is landscape architects who are best positioned to help negotiate how
these lines interact with the complexity of the whole landscape.
The creation of greenways on continental scales is then a project of immense cultural, political, and
entrepreneurial imagination. As Dan Janzen explains, to do this we need to move beyond the image of pure
wilderness and cultivate large areas of new wildlands as if they were gardens – places which have “all the traits
that we have long bestowed on a garden including care, planning, investment, zoning, insurance, fine tuning,
research and premeditated harvest.”21

World Park
If National Parks were the crowning conservation achievement of the 19th and 20th centuries, reflecting a time
when nation-states were the predominant political unit, then surely the IUCN’s ever-increasing list of protected
areas amounts to a new form of ‘World Park’ borne of 21st-century global culture. Be that as it may, the ‘hotspots’
in which the world’s most valuable and most threatened biodiversity is corralled remain fragmented both within
and across national borders and are highly vulnerable to the geo-political contingencies of sovereign rule.
What then, if in accordance with the CBD’s 2020 (Aichi) targets we were to consider linking the world’s most
biodiverse and threatened landscapes into one contiguous World Park – replete with appropriate governance
and funding to not only protect but now reconnect what remains? Two continuous routes stand out: one running
north–south from Alaska to Patagonia and the other east–west from Indonesia to Morocco. Continuous trails
in these locations could practically and symbolically interlink a large proportion of the world’s most biodiverse
and most threatened landscapes. These trails could catalyze global cooperation and environmental investment
attracting people not only wanting to visit remaining fragments of wilderness, but also (and more importantly)
to help augment connections between fragments along the way. The relatively simple idea of these two trails
could help in galvanizing and focusing a landscape reclamation project on a scale commensurate with the
crisis. Of course, these two paradisiacal axes are wildly improbable, but then so too is every other form of global
connectivity humans have constructed since they left The Garden.
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